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Exova Group Prioritizes Safety & Quality
At Naylor Building Partnerships, quality and safety are two of
the most important standards when
it comes to providing service to a
customer. With these two traits at its
forefront, Naylor is identified by its
most valued customers as a key service provider with a wide range of
available services.
As a leading service provider of lab-based testing and related advisory and services, Exova
operates within the testing segment
of the testing, inspection, and certi- A snapshot of a plumbing system at one of Exova’s facilities, after equipment replacements
fication industry. The company has were made by Naylor.
been around for over 90 years in
Exova’s
facilities
are Air (And occasionally in Building
Ontario, more recently establishing uniquely structured and also require Automation Systems). For Exova,
its current brand name ‘Exova’ in routine preventative maintenance the availability of various trade lines
2008.
and emergency repair. Naylor’s pro- and the quality of the work of the
active approach to providing main- technicians is what separates NayExova gives most impor- tenance along with quick response lor from its competitors. For this
tance to safety, quality, and per- to emergency repair, allows for re- reason, Naylor has received positive
formance of their systems and op- duced downtime in systems within feedback from Exova and other valerations. With over 4,500 experts the facility which subsequently al- ued customers.
specialized in various fields, the lows for reduced operational downcompany provides service world- time. This type of solution is exactly
Naylor is seen by Exova
wide to a wide range of customers. what large companies with unique as a partner and a service provider
At Naylor, safety and quality are facilities are looking for, and Nay- which caters to their needs and in
also 2 of the most important factors lor is able to provide this solution certain cases, exceeds them. O v e r
in service; this is why for Naylor, by taking the proactive approach.
the time that Naylor has performed
working with Exova is a perfect fit.
service for Exova, Naylor has been
Naylor currently provides able to understand how the business
service to Exova in 3 trade lines: operates, and what is most importHVAC, Plumbing, and Compressed ant to the site.
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When Exova first began to
use Naylor’s service, it was initially
for small repair work. At the time
Exova was working with Naylor on
a trial basis after hearing about the
name from one of Exova’s tenants.
Over time, Naylor earned Exova’s
trust through these repair jobs and
was eventually asked to respond to
an RFQ for their annual mechanical
Preventative Maintenance program.
Not long after this repair work for
the company, it became apparent
that Naylor’s range of trade lines
had a lot more to offer to Exova.
To attest to Naylor’s qualities, Dan Gowing, who is the Facility Manager at Exova stated:

major infrastructure of the facility,
as much of it needed repairs and
replacements. The buildings were
50 years old, so the plumbing and
HVAC work had to also be redone.
Through professional workmanship and a courteous attitude,
Naylor’s employees can be attributed for the strong relationship between Exova and Naylor Building
Partnerships Inc. Whether on-site or
at the office, Naylor’s staff always
makes sure to communicate with
the customer as transparently and as
often as possible, and this is a crucial aspect which separates Naylor
from other contractors.

With plans to expand further
into the Oshawa area, Naylor will
open a sixth office in Whitby by the
end of the Summer this year. This
office will provide greater support
to the Eastern Ontario region, more
specifically Durham and Peterborough. Naylor intends on gaining
customers in this region by providing the type of service that created
this strong bond between Naylor
and Exova.

Professional service coupled with high safety standards are
two traits that have allowed Naylor
to establish its presence in Ontario,
and continues to provide this unmatched service as it grows further
as a company.

“Naylor has been providing
HVAC, Plumbing, Electrical and
Compressed Air preventative maintenance and repair services to Exova for four years and has become
a key partner in keeping the Exova
facility operating efficiently with
minimal systems downtime. Naylor
has also excelled in providing major
project services to Exova to upgrade
the HVAC and Plumbing infrastructure in Exova’s fifty year old facility. Naylor’s multiple trades personnel are professional, well trained,
courteous and take Health & Safety
seriously, a must for any third par- A humidifier unit newly installed at Exova by
ty service provider.   Naylor is also Naylor. Interior framework (Above) and exterivery good at providing support after or of the unit (Right)
project completion to ensure performance meets agreed upon requirements.”    

-Dan Gowing, Exova
With the development of
Exova’s PM program, it was clear
that Naylor would be the best candidate for the service provided on the
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